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ESG - ROAD DILAPIDATION REPORT

1.0

SUMMARY

The roads to be used as haulage routes in the Narrabri CSG Utilisation Project have
been visually assessed to determine their current condition and recommended
maintenance and repair strategy’s. The roads to be used in this project are shown
in the Haulage Route maps that form Attachment 1 to this report.
The sealed roads are in fair condition and should be unaffected by the traffic
volumes associated with the project. The unsealed roads vary from well formed
gravel roads to unformed tracks of local material. The condition of these unsealed
roads is varied but all were trafficable when assessed.
The repair methods are similar for all the unsealed roads and will consist of grading
and compacting the roads whilst they are in a moist, but not wet, condition. The
unsealed roads will need to be avoided in wet weather and all except those with
good gravel cover will be impassable.
2.0

PROPOSED TRAFFIC VOLUMES

It is proposed to increase the traffic by no more than 30 vehicle movements per day
during the peak construction period. Normal traffic volumes would be 8 light
vehicles out and back and 3 semi trailers carrying pipe out and back each day.
3.0

ROAD CONDITIONS

Road conditions were assessed on 17th November 2008. Conditions were dry on all
unsealed roads and there was evidence of recent grading on parts of Kiandool Lane.
3.1

Sealed Roads

Mooloobar Street, Baranbar Street, Goobar Street, Yarrie Lake Road and the Newell
Highway are sealed for the entire length of the project haulage routes. There is
some deterioration of the edge of the bitumen sealing and potholes are evident in
some areas, especially around causeways. These roads are generally in fair
condition and it is not expected that the traffic volume associated with this project
will cause any further deterioration.
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3.2

Kiandool Lane

Kiandool Lane crosses Yarrie Lake Road 11.2km’s from the Railway Yard. The sealed
surface of Yarrie Lake Road continues into Kiandool Lane for a distance of over 10
metres to protect the corner area. There is some evidence of subsidence on the
edges of the intersection shown in Photos 11 & 12.
Kiandool lane is an unsealed road that does not cross any major watercourses.
There is a depression in the road to allow local drainage 1.4km’s south of the Yarrie
Lake Road intersection. Very little gravel is evident for the length of the road and
the condition generally becomes worse south of the entrance road to the Wilga Park
Power Station. Road conditions north of the entrance road to the Wilga Park Power
Station are shown in Photos 13, 14 & 16.
The remainder of the Lane to be used for this project is predominately made of
formed up local material, as shown in Photo 17. The road has a firm base when dry
with loose sandy material in windrows between the main wheel tracks as shown in
Photo 20. This sandy silt material will provide a reasonable road during dry
conditions but will deteriorate if used in the wet and may be impassable. The
length of Kiandool Lane to be used for haulage is approximately 8.2 km’s.
3.3

Unnamed Road

Kiandool Lane turns to the east and an unnamed track continues south to the
entrance to “Marooma”. This track is mainly unformed and is local sandy silt
material as shown in Photo 28. South of the “Marooma” entrance the track
meanders through trees. (Photo 30). This track has no formation and is heavier clay
material. This road will be impassable in wet conditions and could be very boggy for
a period of time after wet conditions. This track between Kiandool Lane and Nuable
Road is approximately 1.6 km’s in length. The intersection with Nuable Road is
shown in Photo 32.
3.4

Nuable Road

Nuable Road is predominantly well formed giving good drainage of water off the
road as shown in Photo 33. Some areas of the road are gravelled, with varying
25/11/2008
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thickness while others are just formed up local sandy silt material, Photo 36. There
were a couple of large potholes evident as shown in Photo 34. Nuable Road should
remain trafficable to light vehicles under most conditions but will be more easily
damaged when wet. The intersection of Nuable Road with Cains Crossing Road has
trees partially restricting vision and a build up of loose sand material in the centre.
The intersection is shown in Photo 38. The length of Nuable Road from Cains
Crossing intersection to the pipeline crossing is approximately 2.5 km’s.
3.5

Cain’s Crossing Road

Cains Crossing Road joins Nuable Road to the Newell Highway. It is predominantly
well formed with some gravel of varying thickness, Photo 39. Some areas of the
road are formed up local material. Similar to Nuable Road it should remain
trafficable to light vehicles under most conditions but will be more easily damaged
when wet. The intersection of Cains Crossing Road with the Newell Highway has had
repairs carried out on the edges of the bitumen sealing which are shown in Photo
41. The length of Cains Crossing Road from Nuable intersection to the Newell
Highway is approximately 1.8 km’s.
3.6

Glenwood Lane

Glenwood Lane is a well formed gravel road with varying thicknesses of cover,
Photo 45. There are potholes evident along the road where gravel thickness has
deteriorated, Photo 47 & 48. The intersection with the Newell Highway has some
minor deterioration of the edge shown in Photo 42. The length of road from the
Newell Highway intersection to the pipeline crossing is approximately 2.7 km’s.
3.7

Dog Fence Road

Dog Fence Road is a low-formed forest track. The intersection with the Newell
Highway is gravelled, Photo 49, but only a few metres away from the edge of the
bitumen. Dog Fence Road does not appear to have much regular traffic but has a
reasonable cleared width, shown in Photos 50 & 52. There are a few shallow
potholes evident but no depth of loose material. This road will be impassable in wet
conditions. The length of road from the Newell Highway intersection to the pipeline
crossing is approximately 0.7 km’s.
25/11/2008
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3.8

Apple Road

Apple Road is a wide, low-formed forest track. The intersection with the Newell
Highway is shown in Photo 55. This photo shows the extent of the gravel and the
table-drain crossing. Apple Road is predominantly low formed local sandy silt
material, Photos 56 & 57, but some areas have been gravelled, Photo 58. The road
has been constructed from the local sandy silt material. This material will provide a
good surface when dry but will be impassable in wet conditions. There are shallow
potholes evident but no build up of loose material. Apple Road, from the Newell
Highway to Worombi Road is 1.8 km’s in length.
3.9

Worombi Road

Worombi Road is a low-formed forest track. The intersection with Apple Road is
wide, Photo 59, providing good vision for crossing traffic. The road is constructed
of local sandy silt material, Photo 60, with a small amount of gravel at the
entrance to the Bohena South Well, Photo 61. South of this point light brush is
encroaching on both sides of the road formation, Photo 62, but it is still wide
enough for single lane traffic. The road will be impassable in wet conditions. The
length of Worombi Road from the Apple Road intersection to Brandon’s Road is 2.6
km’s.
3.10 Brandon’s Road
Brandon’s Road is a narrow low-formed forest track. The encroaching brush evident
at the intersection with Worombi Road worsens to the west as shown in Photos 63
& 64. The width of the road is sufficient for normal traffic although extra care
would be needed if two way traffic is expected. The road appears to have very
little use and is constructed of local sandy silt material. The road will be impassable
in wet conditions. The distance from the Worombi Road intersection to the pipeline
crossing is 0.3 km’s
3.11 Bohena Creek Road
Bohena Creek Road is a narrow low-formed forest track with a distance of 3.0 km’s
from the pipeline crossing to the intersection with X-Line Road. The track has low
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plant growth encroaching on both sides but this is not generally impairing the width
for traffic, Photos 66 & 68. The road is constructed of local sandy silt although
sand is more prevalent in some places than on the other forest roads, Photo 68.
Bohena Creek road will be impassable in wet conditions. The intersection with XLine Road is wide but has quite a depth of sand, Photo 69.
3.12 Bibblewindi Well Access Roads
The access roads between the Eastern Star Gas wells at Bibblewindi are low-formed
roads with gravel capping, Photos 70 & 71. These roads should be passable in wet
conditions although it would not be recommended due to the lack of all weather
access to the area. The gravel continues to the intersection with Garlands Road,
Photo 72, which is a length of approximately 0.9 km’s.
3.13 Garlands Road
Garlands Road is a well formed forest road that joins the access roads from the
wells to Middle Road. Garlands Road consists of natural sandy silt material formed
up with drains on both sides, Photos 73 & 74. When inspected the road was dry
with loose sandy material deep in some areas. This 1.6 km section of Garlands Road
will be impassable in wet conditions but should drain well allowing quicker drying
than some of the other forest roads. The road is wide giving good visibility for
oncoming traffic.
The intersection with Middle Road is wide with good visibility, Photo 75. There is
loose sandy material on the eastern side of the intersection but it is in the area not
usually trafficked. Garlands Road appears to have had frequent use lately and is
indicative of how these roads constructed with local material will deteriorate with
windrows of loose material forming between the wheel ruts.
3.14 Middle Road
Middle road is a well formed forest road constructed mainly from local sandy silt
material, Photo 76. Some areas of the road have been capped with imported
gravel, presumably to repair areas that had deteriorated, as shown in Photo 77.
The road is showing signs of recent traffic with loose material building up in some
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areas. A causeway through a dry sandy creek has been repaired with gravel and is
easily trafficable in dry conditions. Middle Road however would be impassable in
wet conditions. The length of road from the intersection with Garlands Road to the
intersection with X-Line Road is 1.9 km’s. The intersection of Garlands Road and XLine Road is shown in Photo 78.
3.15 X-Line Road
X-Line Road joins Middle Road and Bohena Creek road to the Newell Highway. It is
4.6 km’s of well formed road being a combination of local sandy silt material with
gravel capping in some areas, Photo 80, 81 & 83. The causeway across Bohena
Creek is gravel capped and there appears to be remnants of a wooden retaining wall
on the downstream side of the road, Photo 79. The road is showing signs of recent
use with loose material evident on the road surface as shown in Photo 82.
The intersection of X-Line Road with the Newell Highway is shown in Photos 84 &
85. This intersection is gravelled with a concrete pipe culvert installed in the tabledrain. There is very little damage to the bitumen sealing evident.
3.16 Wilga Park Power Station Entrance Road
The Wilga Park Power Station entrance road runs from Kiandool Lane to the power
station. It crosses some low lying country in the first 400 metres with 2 culverts
installed below the well formed gravel road, Photo 90. The gravel road continues
for approximately 1 km where the road changes to low-formed local material and
would be impassable in the wet, Photo 92. The sections of the road that are
gravelled would generally be considered all weather roads.
4.0

ROAD REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

4.1

Sealed Roads (Mooloobar Street, Baranbar Street, Goobar Street, Yarrie
Lake Road, Newell Highway)

It is not expected that any damage should occur to the sealed roads being used for
transport within this project. Should any unforeseen damage occur the road surface
would need to be repaired to its former condition.
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4.2

Shire Roads (Kiandool Lane, Nuable Road, Cains Crossing Road, Glenwood
Lane)

The shire roads to be used in the project are a combination of gravel roads and
roads formed up from local sandy silt material. Roads with good gravel cover will
require less maintenance than those which are constructed from local material
only. All these roads will require periodic grading and rolling to maintain or repair
them. To achieve a good result the road should be in a moist state, preferably after
rain. Special attention may be needed to place and compact material in any
potholes that have formed along the roads.
4.3

Forest Roads (Dog Fence Road, Apple Road, Worombi Road, Brandon’s
Road, Bohena Creek Road, Garlands Road, Middle Road, X-Line Road)

The forest roads to be used in the project are predominantly roads formed up from
local sandy silt material. There are a number of areas where gravel capping has
been applied to these roads. All these roads will require periodic grading and rolling
to maintain or repair them. To achieve a good result the road must be in a moist
state, preferably after rain. Importing water would be a viable option for small
repairs but would be unfeasible for work on large sections. Special attention may be
needed to place and compact material in any potholes that have formed along the
roads.
If areas of the roads are seen to be deteriorating with excessive loose material
appearing on the surface it may be necessary to cap them with imported gravel
during the project. This has already been carried out on a number of the roads
within the forest as detailed in the assessment of road conditions above. The need
for this will depend on the foundation conditions and traffic volumes during the
project and should be assessed as required.
5.0

LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

It should be noted that this study is a visual study of the existing roads only. There
has been no soil testing carried out on the road material or the road foundations,
nor any measurement of the depth of gravel or road capping. Management of traffic
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on the unsealed and uncapped roads shall be of key importance to prevent
significant damage to these roads during wet weather.
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